
IMPORTANT ADDENDUM 
 
 

ILEX Level 3 Unit 2 Contract Law  
 

Monday 16 January (afternoon) 2012 
 

 
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR EXAMS OFFICERS AND INVIGILATORS: 

 
This is an addendum for Scenario 2 on Page 6 of the Level 3 Unit 2 

Contract Law examination which takes place on Monday 16 January 
2012. 

 
The amendments to Scenario 2 appear in bold and underlined below. 

 

All students should be given a copy of this addendum with the Level 3 Unit 
2 Contract Law question paper. This addendum must not be given to 

Level 6 students. 
 

Scenario 2  
 
Ben and Gurpal share a house together. The bathroom needs improvement. Ben 

offers to fit a new shower and re-paint the walls. Gurpal is keen for this to be 
done and agrees to pay Ben £250 to cover the cost of materials and labour. 
 

Whilst Gurpal is away for the weekend, Ben starts work on the bathroom and 
decides that it needs new tiles behind the sink and new flooring. He wishes to 

surprise Gurpal and buys new tiles and a roll of floor covering. Ben fits the new 
shower and tiles, paints the walls and lays the floor covering in time for Gurpal’s 
return. 

 
Ben proudly shows Gurpal the new bathroom and Gurpal is delighted. He offers 

Ben an additional £100 for the tiles and the floor covering, when he gets paid at 
the end of the month. 
 

Gurpal later refuses to pay Ben any money (neither the £250 nor the £100) and 
claims that he never asked him to do the work. 

 
Ben is a swimming instructor. Sue has paid Ben for 20 weekly group swimming 
classes. Sue tells Ben she wishes to enter a swimming competition in a month’s 

time and she asks Ben if he can stay longer to give her extra one to one tuition. 
She offers to pay him an extra £60. 

 
For the next month Ben stays on longer to help Sue. Ben asks Sue for the 
additional £60 for the extra one to one tuition. Sue refuses to pay him as she 

has already paid for the group classes. 
 

Ben enters into a contract with Floats R Us for the supply of 10 swimming floats 
but when the parcel arrives it only contains eight floats. 
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